
Brunson Abstract 

Past researchers have suggested that elevated heat flow once existed in the Williston Basin during the 
Eocene Epoch or younger time frame, based on petroleum maturity indices data. Further, they have 
argued that those attempting to computationally model the region have incorrectly assumed constant 
heat flow through time. The present work attempts to address the different positions taken by 
updating geophysical modeling evidence concerning heat flow in the Williston Basin in which 
paleogeothermal conditions are variable over geologic time. After conducting the investigation, present 
research demonstrates that elevated heat flow may have existed in the Williston Basin in the geologic 
past but did not necessarily have to occur during or after the time period suggested. Furthermore, 
variable radioactivity in the crystalline basement rock demonstrated by the present models can explain 
the enhanced thermal maturity described by past researchers. Only more detailed study will eventually 
lead the scientific community to a more precise explanation of the cause and time constraints of such 
paleogeothermal conditions. 
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Past researchers have suggested that elevated heat flow once existed in the Williston Basin during the Eocene Epoch or

younger time frame, based on petroleum maturity indices data. Further, they have argued that those attempting to

computationally model the region have incorrectly assumed constant heat flow through time. The present work

attempts to address the different positions taken by updating geophysical modeling evidence concerning heat flow in the

Williston Basin in which paleogeothermal conditions are variable over geologic time. After conducting the

investigation, present research demonstrates that elevated heat flow may have existed in the Williston Basin in the

geologic past but did not necessarily have to occur during or after the time period suggested. Furthermore, variable

radioactivity in the crystalline basement rock demonstrated by the present models can explain the enhanced thermal

maturity described by past researchers. Only more detailed study will eventually lead the scientific community to a

more precise explanation of the cause and time constraints of such paleogeothermal conditions.

Abstract

Thermostratigraphy

Vitrinite reflectance (Ro) and ROCK-EVAL (Tmax) hydrocarbon (HC) maturity indices (MI), developed in petroleum

geochemistry studies, can be used to estimate the maximum temperatures to which a rock has been buried, referred to

as a hydrocarbon’s “rank.” Prior scientific study of the Williston Basin (Scattolini, 1977; Majorowicz et al., 1986,

1988; Price et al., 1984; Price 1996) all inferred or directly measured high paleogeothermal conditions. The Scattolini

and Majorowicz work used thermal conductivity estimates of 4 cal cm-1 deg-1 sec-1, or about 2.4 W m-1 K-1, for the

Pierre Formation Shale (Combs and Simmons, 1973). However, the value that should have been used was closer to 1.0

to 1.2 W m-1 K-1 (Gosnold, 1990). Price et al. (1984) produced Ro profiles versus depth and Total Organic Carbon

(TOC) data suggesting high to extreme temperatures once existed in the Williston Basin. In addition to the argument

that higher temperatures once existed in the basin, it has also been suggested by Price, based upon the same lines

evidence, that the higher temperatures must have occurred in the Eocene or younger time frame. It is also

acknowledged that the present-day burial temperatures are lower than those that are postulated to have once existed. As

a result of these observations, some scientists have concluded that the previously existing conditions of the Williston

Basin, i.e. the elevated temperature and heat flow conditions, are responsible for the volume of oil and gas resources

existing, when compared to reasonably similar basins with hydrocarbon source systems that have not experienced those

same conditions.

However, as evidenced by the work available to date by those attempting to computationally model the Williston

Basin, assumptions have been made that are not in congruence with the findings of other researchers. Specifically,

those modelers have assumed that heat flow in the Williston Basin was constant over geologic time (Gosnold and

Huang, 1987; Gosnold, 1990; Burrus et al., 1995, 1996). The findings of Burrus et al. (1995; 1996), particularly, led to

the development of two potential heat flow conditions experienced by the Williston Basin in the past, both of which

were much lower than the expectations of other investigators. As such, objections have been raised about the work of

the geophysicists attempting to create these previously simulated models. Concession was made for the fact that, to

date, the computational processing capability could not match the needed complexity for a model of the system of

interest.

Fig. 1 The Williston Basin (Permission of

Faye Ricker, 2017; modified from Gerhard

et al., 1982)

The Williston Basin is an intracratonic basin that extends into parts of southwestern Saskatchewan, southeastern

Manitoba, and eastern Montana. Structurally, the Williston Basin is considered the simplest sedimentary basin the

world, with little to no major and only minor faulting and mostly flat-lying sediments. Present day conditions in the

North Dakota portion show evidence for sedimentation occurring in the region from Cambrian to the Early Tertiary.

Evidence also shows, in the form of unconformities, the occurrence of nondeposition and/or erosion throughout the

region. As such, it can be problematic to determine exactly what extent of sedimentation took place above the

Cretaceous Pierre Fm. Shale. Generally, the Williston Basin contains 1 to 2 km of clastic rocks Cenozoic to Mesozoic in

age overlying approximately 2 to 3 km of carbonate rocks Paleozoic in age. Sloss (1963) developed a set of sequence

subdivisions that are still mostly used to this day when describing the sequence stratigraphy of the area.

Statement of Hypothesis

Study Location

Methodology

Two methodologies were employed in this study. First, measurement of temperature at depth via thermostratigraphy data

generation was conducted. Next, heat flow simulation models under steady-state conditions were carried out.

Fig. 3 Temperature regime in the Earth (Geothermal

Energy Association, 2014).
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Thermostratigraphy Results

The Williston Basin, generally, has a bimodal composition, with a 1 to 2 km thick layer of clastic rocks Cenozoic and

Mesozoic in age overlying 2 to 3 km of carbonates Paleozoic in age (Gosnold, 2012). That feature is observable in the

present datasets when, in each dataset at approximately 2km in depth, the gradient shown changes from a steep gradient

to a shallow gradient.

If heat flow in the past were constant, all curves generated by thermostratigraphy would be laying on top of one another.

Clearly, these curves do not do that. This would indicate that the heat flow coming out of the basement of the crust must

be different across the basin or that the heat flow within the basin itself must be variable. While this dataset does not

conclusively tell us that heat flow throughout the basin has been variable in the past, the data does mirror the findings of

other researchers, such as Scattolini, Majorowicz, and Price, that concluded elevated heat flow conditions from other

lines of evidence.

Fig. 6  Results of heat flow simulation model run for 35 my duration.  A 3650 km deep x 400 km wide section 

representing a slice through the Williston Basin was modeled.  Vertical exaggeration was minimized to help display the 

results.

Heat Flow Simulation Results

Fig. 8 Plot of surface heat flow change over geologic

time in the 35 my heat flow model.

Conclusions

Thermostratigraphy and updated model data indicates that elevated heat flow conditions did exist in the Williston Basin

at some time in the geologic past. The data generated also indicates that the time frame necessary for an event that could

have elevated the thermal regime of the Williston Basin and subsequently dissipated to allow for basin cooling could be

much older than the Eocene Epoch. Only more dedicated and detailed study of numerous lines of geologic and

geophysical evidence will allow for a rigorous explanation of the processes involved in these elevated heat flow

conditions once existing throughout the Basin. As the Williston Basin is one of the simpler sedimentary basin systems

found anywhere in the world, the ramifications of having extensive temperature, heat flow, kinetics, and thermal

maturation datasets on such an area, and the resulting insights that might be made from such study, would surely be of

value to the global research community and a major step forward for North Dakota

It has been argued that previously attempted 1-D temperature models based on present day heat flow values do not explain the thermal maturity

conditions experienced by the Williston Basin because those models have assumed constant heat flow through time. The argument made also

contends that a thermal event must have taken place in the Eocene Epoch or younger time period. The present study will perform those

suggested updates to computational models and combine those data with thermostratigraphy data. We hypothesize that our thermostratigraphy

analysis and updated models and data will indicate that elevated heat flow could have existed in the Williston Basin at some time in the geologic

past. However, we further hypothesize that the time frame suggested is incorrect and anticipate that our models will show the time frame

necessary for a successful model could be much older than the Eocene. If the models are successful, they will indicate two things: 1) variable

heat flow resulting from a thermal pulse event and allowed to equilibrate over time could have resulted in present day heat flow, and 2) the

variable heat flow could be modeled to begin before the Eocene Epoch, such as the Cretaceous, and still result in present day heat flow.

Background and Introduction

Heat Flow Simulation Models

Geoneutrino Luminosity

Fig. 2 Map of the wells used for

thermostratigraphy measurements

(generated in PETRA).

Fig. 5 Combined thermostratigraphy results for all wells analyzed by Price (2006)
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Scientists have previously used thermostratigraphy in order to model geothermal conditions present in sedimentary

basins. If the expression for Fourier’s Law of Heat Conduction is rewritten as 𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑧 = 𝑞/𝜆 and solved for temperature,

T, this simple rearrangement leads to the basic expression of thermostratigraphy

The temperature at any depth, T(z), can be calculated by:

𝑇 𝑧 = 𝑇𝑜 + 
𝑖=1

𝑛 𝑞𝑧𝑖
𝑖

Where:

𝑇𝑜 is surface temperature
𝑞 is surface heat flow

𝑧𝑖 and 𝑖 are the thicknesses and thermal conductivities, respectively, of the ith stratum

9 NDGS wells (#25, #527, #607, #2010, #2615, #6464, #6616, #7020, and #7783) were chosen for the present study, as

these are the same wells used in previous study of the topics central to this issue (Price, 1996). For this study, the q-

values were obtained from the recent results of Mark McDonald for the North Dakota Geological Survey (2015).

Despite the fact that a number of other software solutions exist to accomplish steady-state heat flow modeling, Dr.

William Gosnold’s Finite Difference Heat Flow Simulation (v. 2.5.4), or “ARC,” software offers the advantages of being

developed by the researchers performing the present study and is, thus, highly modifiable for the user’s needs. ARC was

developed in order to perform finite difference determination of steady-state heat flow by calculating temperature and

heat generation for a given system subdivided into cells and heat transfer to and from surrounding cells (Crowell, J,

2015). A system is modeled using ASCII format input codes and desired values of system parameters in a Microsoft

Excel file: thermal conductivity, radiogenic heat production, basal heat flow, heat capacity of rock and fluid density,

advection constraints, starting temperatures, fluid velocity, and direction and cell size and model dimensions. Two

models were run for this study consisting of 35 my and 65 my durations to test the results of Price (2006).

Fig. 4 Demonstration of the ARC simulation software

performing a model of a transect of the Williston Basin

developed for this study, which includes the thermal

pulse event of a magma lens intrusion resulting from a

rifting event (similar to conditions that might be seen

in the Rio Grande Rift).

Heat Flow Simulation Results

The thermal event demonstrated here would have caused significant uplift accompanied by faulting and erosion, and it

would still exhibit high heat flow. The Rio Grande, which did experience a thermal event beginning in the late Eocene,

presents all of those characteristics today in addition to standing an average of 2 km above sea level. In contrast, the

Williston Basin, the surface of which lies within 500 m of sea level, was rapidly subsiding from the Early Cretaceous

through the Tertiary times and accumulated approximately 700 m of sediments from the Eocene through the Tertiary.

There was no uplift, faulting, or erosion, and there is no remnant thermal signal that would exist from whole crustal

heating. As such, other geologic processes may account for the variable heat flow throughout the Basin. After updating

steady state heat flow conduction computational models to account for the variability of the thermal regime and heat

flow conditions previously unaccounted for, it is clear that the thermal pulse event could have occurred before the

Eocene Epoch and still resulted in present day thermal conditions within the basin.

Fig. 7 Plot of simulated

thermal event evolution

taking place in heat flow

models.

Fig. 9 Plot of surface heat flow change over geologic

time in the 65 my heat flow model.


